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Introduction 

ENC symbols in the IHO Portrayal catalogue follow the IHO specific SVG format. Development of simple 
symbols (e.g., lines or dots) is straightforward and can be accomplished by manipulating the XML code of 
similar, existing, ENC symbology. However, the development of more complex symbols directly into the IHO 
format can become cumbersome. For complex tasks, powerful software for symbology design, such as Adobe 
Illustrator (AI), can be used. However, there is no available option for exporting SVGs from AI to the IHO format. 
Furthermore, the ‘style’ attribute was included in previous versions of the IHO SVG Profile as it was part of 
previous basic SVG versions. However, CSS inline styling is absent in SVG Tiny 1.2 and therefore will not be 
further supported in ENC symbology.  

In PT10 meeting, S-101 PT identified the benefits of a tool for converting tiny SVGs to the IHO specific format 
and the need for updating all registered symbols in the GI Registry to conform to the S-100 Edition 5.1.0 
Portrayal Schema for the CSS inline styling. Accordingly, UNH, KHOA, and IHO Secretariat were tasked to 
complete the above actions (S-101PT Action 10-06).  

This paper presents the progress to-date and seeks feedback and guidance for future work from the PT 
members. 

 

Progress  

UNH (Christos Kastrisios and Cody McBride), with the support of US Navy (David Grant), IHO (Jeff Wootton), 
and S101PT Chair (Thomas Richardson), worked on the development of two automated tools, one that 
converts Tiny to the IHO SVG specific format and one that replaces the style attribute from the IHO ENC 
symbols. 

The current version of the Tiny-to-IHO SVG Translator tool supports simple geometric shapes (polygons and 
ellipses), basic transformations of the above shapes (rotation, translation), non-standard shapes created using 
AI’s line drawing tool, style information (line weight / color, shape fill / color), and embedded text for setting Title 
and Description. Figure 1 shows the user interface and Figure 2 the XMLs of an exported symbol from AI in 
Tiny format (top) and its translation to the IHO format (bottom). 

 

Figure 1. User interface of the tiny-to-IHO SVG translator tool. 
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Figure 2. XMLs of an AI Tiny SVG sample symbol (top) and its translation to the IHO format (bottom) using the 
Tiny-to-IHO SVG Translator tool.  

 

The CSS Inline Style Removal tool removes CSS inline styling information from otherwise IHO-compliant SVG 
tools. The tool currently targets the style attribute removal from individual SVG files input to the tool and their 
replacement with the respective styling properties (e.g., stroke-width and fill-opacity). Figure 3 shows six sample 
symbols (from left to right and from top to bottom rows: BUIREL04, BUIREL05, BOYSPR31, UWTROC03, 
WRECKS05, BUIREL14) in S100 Viewer in their original format (with CSS inline styling) (left) as well as those 
modified by the removal tool (right). Figure 4 shows an example (BOYNDM02) of XML of the source (top) and 
modified (bottom) symbols.  

 

 

 

Figure 3. Six sample IHO symbols in S100 Viewer before (left) and after (right) CSS inline styling removal with 
the CSS Inline Style Removal tool. 
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Figure 4. Example of an IHO symbol before (top) and after (bottom) CSS inline styling removal with the CSS 
Inline Style Removal tool. 

 

 

Action Required by the S-101PT  

The S-101PT is invited to: 
 

a. Note this paper, 

b. Suggest subsequent steps for tools’ testing and implementation.   

 

 


